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 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC REVIEW
 Vol. 29, No. 3, August 1988

 THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF

 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES*

 BY RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK'

 1. INTRODUCTION

 This paper is concerned with the international transmission of real business

 cycles. We present a stochastic model of two barter economies, each inhabited by

 an infinitely-lived representative firm and consumer/worker. The countries are

 linked together by free trade in goods and securities. Expectations are rational,

 full and complete information is costlessly available, and financial capital is

 perfectly mobile internationally. In our two-country model, the same industry in

 each country may be exposed to different, country-specific shocks. This leads to

 an allocation of world investment that depends on the international distribution

 of these shocks, an effect not present in a closed-economy problem.2 The interna-

 tional problem is further complicated by the fact that the two representative

 consumer/workers cannot be treated as a single representative world con-

 sumer/producer due to the international immobility of labor.

 We find that the construction of the equilibrium is useful and delivers insights

 beyond that obtained solely from analysis of the planner's problem.3 The gains

 from trading claims to risky incomes emerge in our analysis and is explicitly

 recognized by modeling an international market for securities. This allows us to

 explicitly study the role of the capital market in the international allocation of

 risk and in the international transmission mechanism.4

 The main thesis of our paper can be summarized. Shocks to productivity which

 raise output abroad are positively transmitted to the home country. A distinction

 between income and output transmission is useful in our setup. Positive income

 transmissions occur because agents share their country-specific income risks in

 * Manuscript received September 1986; revised May 1987.
 We thank Bob Driskill, Kent Kimbrough, Hu McCulloch, Hajime Miyazaki, Don Parsons, Ed

 Ray, Pat Reagan, Rene Stulz, seminar participants at Ohio State, Duke University, and U.C.L.A.,

 Wilfred Ethier, and an anonymous referee for helpful comments. Any remaining errors are our own.

 2 For example, Long and Plosser (1983).

 Dellas (1986) studies only the planning problem in an analysis of the international transmission

 of business cycles. His is a two-good, two-country version of the Long and Plosser (1983) model in
 which both goods are consumed and each country specializes in production. Because both commodi-

 ties are required inputs to production, a positive transmission is in part an artifact of the technology.
 Furthermore, the trade account is always in balance in Dellas' model thus precluding the possibility
 for net capital flows and the analysis of current account issues.

 4 The asset markets we model are of the type studied by Lucas (1978) and Brock (1982). Our paper

 is related to Helpman and Razin (1978), Stulz (1983), and Grinols (1984) who analyze international
 capital markets and production under uncertainty; however, they do not explicitly address business
 cycle implications. Also, a related paper by Stockman and Svensson (1985) came to our attention

 after this paper was completed.
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 494 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 the capital market. Thus, a positive shock abroad raises income -at home and

 abroad. Part of this income gain is consumed and part is invested as agents

 attempt to spread the gain over time. This leads to higher future output at home

 and abroad; that is, the transmission of output is positive. Moreover, these

 transmissions are Pareto-efficient and are a natural consequence of engaging in

 trade. Although the volatility of national output and consumption may be lower

 in autarchy, agents in both countries experience welfare improvements upon

 opening their economies to trade.

 Until recently, macroeconomic analyses of interdependent economies have
 been based on the generalizations of the Fleming (1962)-Mundell (1964) model.5

 In these models, rigidities arise either from imperfect information or fixed nom-

 inal wage contracts. Therefore, foreign disturbances transmitted to the home

 country are costly in terms of welfare and may be offset through appropriate

 indexation schemes or exchange-rate management.6 In our analysis, economic

 agents choose consumption and investment rules that generate transmissions in

 preference to no-transmissions (autarchic) rules.

 There are, however, some empirical difficulties with the existing literature on

 international transmissions. First, depending upon on exchange-rate regime, the

 Fleming-Mundell model predicts that disturbances can be negatively

 transmitted.7 Since national output movements have generally been observed to

 be positively correlated during both the fixed and flexible exchange-rate periods,8

 the reverse transmission hypothesis is unconvincing, and undue importance

 seems to have been attached to alternative monetary arrangements. Second, these

 models do not address the risk-allocating function of the capital markets and

 cannot explain the international cross-hauling of securities. Third, asset demands

 are not well defined. Capital mobility in the Fleming-Mundell framework means

 interest-rate arbitrageurs ensure that rates of return are equalized internationally.

 The current account? then, is a residual and adjusts only to maintain internal

 balance. As recently emphasized, a current account surplus should be viewed as

 the result of planned, savings-investment behavior.9

 Although we ignore exchange-rate considerations, the dynamics generated in

 our analysis lead to positively correlated outputs across countries. Asset demands

 arise from the consumption-savings decision and, with short-term securities, gross

 5 See, for example, Flood (1979), Sachs (1979), Cox (1980), Turnovsky (1977, 1981), and a survey by
 Mussa (1979).

 6 For example, Flood and Marion (1982) and Aizenman and Frenkel (1985).

 That is, with fixed exchange rates, an expansionary fiscal policy abroad raises output abroad but

 lowers it at home; whereas, under flexible exchange rates, both foreign and domestic output rise.

 Exactly the reverse is implied for a foreign monetary expansion. Much of the work generalizing the

 Fleming-Mundell model has tried to reverse the negative transmission results with limited success.

 See the references cited in Footnote 4.

 8 We have estimated vector auto regressions for various groupings of OECD GDP's and have

 found that innovation in one country's GDP is followed by a rise in other countries' GDP's. This

 relationship was present during both fixed and flexible exchange periods. These results are available

 from the authors upon request.

 9 For example, Sachs (1981), Dornbusch (1985), Aizenman (1983), and Frenkel and Razin (1984).
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 495

 capital flows are large relative to net capital flows in order to effect efficient

 international risk bearing.

 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present our general

 two-country, one-good model in Section 2 and discuss an explicit parame-

 terization in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the implied dynamics of national

 outputs, gross national products, and the current account. In Section 5, we dis-

 cuss the limitations and possible generalizations of the analysis.

 2. THE GENERAL MODEL

 Consider a two-country model consisting of a "home" and a "foreign"

 country. We adopt a representative agent setup to describe the aggregate behav-

 ior of firms and consumer/workers in each country. Each country is inhabited by

 a large, fixed number of infinitely-lived consumer/workers (hereafter abbreviated

 as "consumers") with identical wealth and tastes. Wealth may differ inter-

 nationally but tastes are assumed to be the same.

 Firms at home and abroad produce the same good through a constant returns-

 to-scale technology which combines units of the commodity (capital) with labor

 services. Production takes one period and is subject to country-specific technol-

 ogy shocks. Factor costs are equity-financed and incurred ex ante, implying that

 stockholders bear all residual risks. The two countries are linked by free trade in

 commodities and securities.

 Production Technology. Home output, revealed at the beginning of the next
 period, y', is produced by combining labor services, n, and capital, k, in the

 current period. The technology for producing the commodity is described by

 F(n, k) which exhibits constant returns to scale and the standard curvatures.

 Capital is a commodity input which fully depreciates in the production process.'

 Home output is subject to a multiplicative, country-specific shock, i, which is

 common to all firms. Firms in the foreign country have access to the same

 production technology F(, ); however, output is subject to a different technology

 shock, /i*. Next period's outputs at home and abroad are

 (1) y' = ,'F(n, k); y = AX*'F(n*, k*)

 where primes are used to denote values obtained next period and stars are used

 to denote foreign variables.

 We assume that (x, x,*) is an independently and identically distributed, two-

 element process whose joint density attains positive probability mass only for

 positive and finite values of . and )*.

 Production Decisions. We describe in detail only the problem solved by the

 domestic firm, as the foreign firm's problem is entirely symmetric.

 '0 An alternative but equivalent interpretation is that the undepreciated portion of capital can be

 converted to the consumption good and, hence, is subsumed in the output term, y.
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 496 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 A sufficient set of variables to describe the state of the world economy consists

 of the inherited capital stocks, the level of labor services, and the current technol-

 ogy shocks. Let s' = (n, n*, k, k*, 2', 2*') denote next period's state vector. At the

 beginning of each period, the state is revealed and, in equilibrium, all prices

 and quantities reflecting the actions of individual decision makers will be func-
 tions of s.

 The conditional distribution of s' given current and past information depends

 only on the current state, s. We denote this conditional c.d.f. by G(s' | s) and

 conditional expectations are taken with respect to this distribution.

 Firms at home and abroad issue one perfectly divisable share of equity each

 period to finance the acquisition of the commodity input (capital) and labor

 services. Revenues obtained next period are paid out to stockholders as divi-
 dends. There are no retained earnings and the value of existing equities goes to

 zero. These shares are assumed to be traded internationally in organized securi-

 ties markets.

 Let q be the price of newly issued equity by the representative domestic firm

 and (5 be the discount factor used by shareholders. We assume the existence of

 complete capital markets which is sufficient for both home and foreign equity
 holders to share the same discount factor, i. Thus, the price of a share is simply
 the expected discounted value of next period's dividends (revenues)

 (2) q(s) = E[y(s')6(s') I s].

 The firm is assumed to know this discount factor and maximizes its net market

 value, q - wn - k, where w is the market-clearing wage and the price of the

 numeraire good is unity.

 The first-order conditions for the firm's problem equates factor costs to their

 expected discounted marginal products:

 (3) w(s) = E[X'F,,(n, k)6(s') I s]; and

 (4) 1 = E[A'Fk(n, k)b(s') I s].

 Given complete information and constant returns to scale, equations (3) and (4)

 are interpreted as industry equilibrium conditions. The net values of firms equal

 zero, since q = wn + k. An analogous problem is solved by the foreign firm.

 Consumer/Workers. The problem solved by the consumers at home and

 abroad are entirely analogous so we describe in detail only the domestic con-

 sumer's problem.

 The domestic consumer enters each period with real income, C, which is allo-
 cated to consumption, c, purchases z units of domestic equity, x units of foreign

 equity, and (possibly) an N-element vector, m, of Arrow-Debreu state securities

 from foreign consumers.'1 Negative elements of m indicate sales of state securi-

 " With multiplicative uncertainty, equities are sufficient to complete the market. We introduce the

 possibility of state security trading as a convenient way to characterize some aspects of the equilibri-

 um.
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 497

 ties. Let the price vector of the state securities be p. The jth element of p is p(Ai I s)
 which is the price of a state security promising to pay off one unit of the con-

 sumption good if s' E Aj given the current state, s, where

 Prob {s' U AjIs} = 1.

 Let v(s') be the payoff vector from state security trading where the jth element,

 t)j(s'), is one if s' E Aj and zero otherwise.
 Income in the next period is derived from dividends from home equities, z y',

 foreign equities, x vt', state securities, v'm, and labor income, w'n'. Thus, the
 consumer faces the sequential budget constraints

 (5) =c + qz + q*x + pm, and

 (6) '= y'z + y*'x + v'm + w'n'

 The state vector relevant to the consumer's problem is (S, s).
 Let the consumer's endowment of time each period be normalized to unity so

 that leisure is / = 1 - 11. He wishes to maximize

 A,I

 (7) Eo E 3tu(1 - n, ct),
 t =O

 subject to (5) and (6). Here Et is the mathematical expectation conditioned at time
 t information, 0 </3 < 1 is a subjective discount factor, and u(-) is the single-
 period, utility function which exhibits standard curvatures.

 The functional equation for the value V(', s) of (11), when the domestic con-

 sumer is in state (;, s) and behaves optimally forever, is

 V(', s) = max{u(1 - n, c) + flE[V(G', s')Isl}.

 The first-order, necessary conditions for an optimum are:12

 (8.a) u(1( - n(s), c(s)) = w(s)ui(l - n(s), c(s));

 (8.b) q(s)uC(l -1(s), c(s)) = fE[V/(4', s')y(s') Is];

 (8.c) q*(s)uc(l -n(s), c(s)) = flE[/(K', s')y*(s') I s];

 (8.d) p(Aj I s)uc(l - n(s), c(s)) = /3E[JKG', s')vj(s') Is], j = 1, N; and

 (8.e) V,(', s) = u(1 - n(s), c(s)).

 These conditions have the usual interpretations: the utility costs of foregone
 leisure or consumption are equated with the discounted expected value of its
 return. An analogous problem faces the foreign consumer.

 From (8.d) and (8.e) (and their foreign counterparts), it is seen that domestic

 12 We proceed informally and assume enough regularity conditions hold for a unique optimum to
 exist and for the value function to be differentiable.
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 498 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 and foreign consumers do indeed share the same discount factor

 (9 fuc( - n', c') _flu,*(l -n*', c*')
 u(1 - n, c) uc*(- n*, c*)

 Since a fixed quantity of equities are issued each period and the value of old

 equities goes to zero, (8.b)-(8.e) (or their foreign counterparts) deliver the stan-
 dard asset pricing formulas found in Lucas (1978) and Brock (1982).

 Finally, aggregate demands satisfy the world resource constraint,

 (10) y + y* = c + c* + k + k*,

 and equilibrium in securities markets require:

 (1 1) z + z* = 1;

 (12) x+x*=1; and

 (13) m + m* = O.

 where z*, x*, and m* are shares of the domestic equity, foreign equity, and state
 securities purchased by the foreign consumer.

 3. A SPECIFIC PARAMETERIZATION

 In this section, the model is parameterized to yield explicit solutions. First, we

 assume that home and foreign utility is logarithmic and separable in consump-
 tion and leisure:

 (14) u(1 - nt, c) = 0O, In (1 - n,) + Oc In (ct)

 u(1 - n*, c*) = 0,, In (1- n*) + Oc In (c*).

 Second, we assume Cobb-Douglas production,

 ( 15) yt + 1 = At + 1 nok-; Yt*+ 1 = i* l n*k* a,
 where 0 < a < 1 is "labor's share."

 Because capital markets are complete, the equilbrium will be supported by the

 solution to a planner's problem in which {c, c*', n, n*, k, k*} is chosen to solve

 V(-, s) = max {+u(1 - n, c) + (1 - b)u(1 - n*, c*) + /E[V(f-', s') I s]}

 subject to the aggregate resource constraint, the international immobility of

 labor, and specifications of preferences and technology. Here, the planner at-

 taches a weight 0 and (1 - 0) to the domestic and foreign agent respectively.
 Given the solution to this planning problem, the equilibrium can be conveniently
 characterized.

 Let upper bars denote world totals (e.g., c = c + c*, y = y + y*, etc.). In the
 appendix, we show that the solution to this planning problem implies:

 (16) t = [1 -f(I - )]Yt; ct=q5ct; ct=(1-qct;
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 499

 (17 k } o ~1-sYt k t =Yokt * =t(I - O1 /kt'

 (18) n = /o3Q VI/{O,,[1 - /(1 - c)]4 + /3cO V'};
 n* = 0^ - (1)/{0,11 - -(1 -)](1 - b) + coc(1 - V)}

 where =_ E[(y'/Y) s] is the home country's relative share of world output and is
 a measure of the expected relative return from investing there. It is easily verified

 that (16H18) satisfy the first-order conditions, (3), (4), and (8.aH8.e). The fixity of

 relative investment shares, q/ and 1 - A/, results from the assumptions of i.i.d.
 shocks and full depreciation of capital. Labor supplies are fixed in this setup

 because the income and substitution effects cancel out. World consumption and

 investment are constant shares of world output; whereas, the distribution of

 consumption and investment between the countries depends upon relative wealth

 and capital productivity considerations.

 We now proceed to characterize the equilibrium. First, equity prices are

 (19) qt =/3Y-; qt* = 3(1 - /)-

 To determine the relative consumption shares, 0 and 1-, it is useful to
 calculate consumer wealth and to exploit the fact that, under infinite-horizon,
 logarithmic utility, the consumer consumes a constant, 1 - /3, of his current

 wealth (e.g., Samuelson 1969). Wealth consists of currently received dividends
 plus the expected present value of current and future labor income. Each period,

 domestic workers' labor income is wtnt = Et[Ecyt+jt+ ] and foreign workers'
 labor income is w* < = EtELy+ t + l]. As can be seen from (9), (14), and (16), the
 single-period discount factor is btQ+ = /y-l/y-t~ + 1 and the z-period discount factor
 is (5\ b ?2 ... + = /3/+ The expected present value of current and
 future labor income is

 Et Z lj(Y-tYt+ j)1Yt+j = [ic/(1 - /Yt
 j~ 1

 at home, and

 00

 Et Z fj()^t1Yt+)1Yt*+j = [(1 - )/(1 - )]Y-t
 jo = l

 abroad. Thus, given initial shareholdings (zt-1, z* 1, xt-1 and x*_ ), wealth at
 home and abroad, Wt and W*, and for the world, Wt are

 (20) V I-I -lYt + Xtlyt* + [/oc-/(1 - Yt

 (21) t= zt - Yt + Xt Yt* + [Ec(1 - OI)/(1 - /]Y-t; and

 (22) Wt = {[1 - /(1 - c)]/(1 - Yt

 Notice that each country's wealth depends upon its (arbitrary) initial income

 from portfolio investment and its current and future labor incomes which depend

 upon relative investment shares, q/ and 1 -.
 Exploiting the fact that consumption is 1 - / times wealth, it follows from (17),
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 500 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 (20), and (21) that

 (23) 4 = {/hoc + [(1 - (Zt - 1Yt + xt - tyt*)1/Y}/(lt-/(1- - M )) and

 (24) (1 -) = {c(1 - ) + [(1 - /(z* iyt + x* y*)]/7t}/(1- /(1 - .

 To obtain a perfect risk-pooling equilibrium, home and foreign marginal util-

 ities of consumption should be perfectly correlated. With logarithmic utility, this

 requires that home consumption (wealth) be perfectly correlated with foreign

 consumption (wealth).

 It can be seen from (20) and (21) that this can be attained by setting zt = xt and
 zt = Xt* since this renders Wt +1 and Wt* linear in + 1. Thus, when the do-
 mestic consumer holds the same number of domestic equity shares as foreign

 equity shares in his portfolio and the foreign consumer does likewise, their
 wealths will be perfectly correlated over time. In the next period, domestic and
 foreign wealth will be

 (25) + + /o//(1- ]3)1+ 1 and
 (26) W*= [1Z- + /3(1 -t)/(1 - Y1+1

 where Zt-t = Xt and I1- 2^t- - = xt*

 Finally, it can be seen from (20), (21), (25), and (26) that Z^t must be the same in
 every period in order to preserve relative wealth positions, 4 and 1-, over
 time. The value of x which achieves this is

 (27) L^?= + [/Joc/(1 - M]() - A)

 That is, given physical investment shares (i and 1 - qi) and inherited wealth
 shares (4) and 1-4)), agents maintain their relative wealths through time by
 engaging in portfolio investment according to (27).

 We have allowed 4 to differ from Ai, possibly as a result of unilateral transfers
 which occured in the past. A transfer from the foreign country to the home

 country in the current period raises 0 so that a higher value of ? will be main-
 tained from this point on.

 4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PARAMETERIZED MODEL

 The International Transmission Mechanism and the Dynamics of GDP's and

 GNP's. We substitute the labor supply and investment rules, (17) and (18), into
 the production functions (15) and take logarithms to obtain the following system
 of stochastic difference equations:

 (28) log yt=b + (1 -a) log yt-1 + 6t,

 (29) log y* = b* + (1 - a) log - + t

 (30) log Y-t = d + (1 - oc) log jt-1 + vt,

 where b= log (n'[fl(l - c)f]'-) b* = log (n*'[/3(1 - a)(1 - o)f1` ), d _ log
 ([/3(1 - oe)]' )9 r = log (Xe,), ri = log (<*), and vt _ log (2tnxl + X1 n* (1-
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 501

 V')'a). Suppose the technology shocks are independent so that E and e* are
 uncorrelated. Then it is clear that a positive shock to domestic production in-

 creases home output and, therefore, world output. This then leads to increased

 foreign output next period, and the rise in domestic and foreign outputs over

 their "natural" levels tends to persist.

 The "business cycle" is transmitted abroad through the capital market. The

 shock to domestic output raises current-period dividends and, hence, income. It

 also raises the discount factor at t ...} used in discounting future labor
 income. Both effects raise wealth at home and abroad, leading to increased

 portfolio and physical investment worldwide. Inputs of capital in production

 increase next period, raising output at home and abroad above their natural

 levels. GDP's are, thus, positively correlated over time. The unconditional corre-

 lation between log (y) and log (y*) is:

 (Il- o)2 Var (v)

 [(1 - oc) Var (v) + Var (8)]1/2[(1 - x)2 Var (v) + Var (?*)] 1

 While the correlation between log (y) and log (y*) is less than one, logarithms

 of incomes received at time t are perfectly correlated because 4 and I* are
 proportional to j-. This is a result of the perfect-pooling equilibrium and the
 assumption that the utilities are logarithmic and time-separable over an infinite

 horizon. With perfect capital markets, these assumptions would imply perfectly
 correlated national incomes regardless of the actual production technologies.

 We hesitate to confront these predictions on the relative correlations of nation-

 al incomes and national outputs with actual data because GNP accounting does

 not include all fluctuations in income, in particular, captial gains. In actual

 economies, capital and equities are long-lived, dividends tend to be stable, while

 retained earnings are more volatile. Fluctuations in equity values affect relative

 (international) incomes. However, the result that properly measured national

 incomes are more correlated than outputs is due to the perfect risk pooling, and

 should be robust to the life span of capital and equities.

 Output and Consumption Volatility and the Gains to Trade. In autarchy, the

 firm's problem is unchanged; however, there are no risk-pooling opportunities so

 that, in equilibrium, the representative consumer holds the firm's entire stock of

 equity each period.

 Consider the home country in autarchy. Letting the superscript "a" denote

 autarchic values, it is easy to show that the following decision rules will be
 chosen:

 (31) Ct = El - #(0 - (x)]Yt 9

 (32) k,= /(1 - 00y, and

 (33) 11, = /aOd/[O"(n - - ()) + /oOCj,
 where ya = t(n1a)a(kt a)' -a.

 Upon opening the economy to trade, it can be shown that the change in the
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 502 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 variance of the logarithms of output and consumption are

 Var(log y1) - Var(log y') = {(1 - -)/(2 -)}[Var(v,) - Var(e,)] Z 0, and

 Var(log c,) - Var(log ct) = (1 - x)[Var(log ) - Var(log y'4)]
 - -/a(2 -a)}[Var(v,) - Var(e,)] Z 0

 where Var( ) is the unconditional variance operator.

 It is interesting to note that, depending upon the relative magnitudes of Var(v)

 and Var(c), volatility may or may not be higher in trade, but this has no direct

 welfare implications. Volatility is higher in trade if the variance of A is low

 relative to the variance of x4*. (This implies that volatility abroad declines in

 trade.) If A and /l* have the same variance, output and consumption volatility is
 reduced in trade both at home and abroad.

 For simplicity, let 0 = f, for in this case it can be seen from equations (18) and
 (33) that employment is identical in trade as in autarchy. Therefore, a welfare

 comparison of the two situations involves only a comparison of the values of

 consumption plans in the two regimes. Upon opening the economy to trade, the
 home consumer accrues a welfare gain

 EO Z /3t log (c1/c')
 t = 0

 =E[1/(1 -| log / - E0 log n + A*n*a(1 -

 which is positive by virtue of Jensen's inequality and equation (A.15) in the
 appendix.

 Opening up trade essentially pushes out the "efficient frontier." Although the

 volatility of consumption may be higher in trade, agents are willing to bear the

 additional "risk" in exchange for higher expected "return."13 As in the standard

 Heckscher-Olin model, both countries unambiguously gain from trade because

 tastes are the same but opportunity sets differ in autarchy."4

 Current Account Dynamics. Recall that the value of equities goes to zero at

 the end of each period. Consequently, the period-to-period change in the home

 country's net foreign asset position is x(q* - q* 1) - z*(qt -q_1). From equa-
 tions (19) and (27), the current account surplus, CAt, measured by the change in
 net foreign asset holdings, can be expressed as

 (34) CA, = -A) AYt

 ='#[I - /1(1 - oc)]/(l - A1)}(t - A) A7.

 13 We use the terms "efficient frontier" and "risk" rather loosely here. They are not meant to be
 technical definitions in the context of this model.

 14 There are environments where some trades cannot be made, say in an overlapping generations
 framework, that taste differences across countries can induce a deterioration of welfare upon the
 opening up of trade. On this point, see Buiter (1981) and Dornbusch (1985).
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 503

 Once the international distribution of wealth is given, the sign of the current

 account surplus depends only on the sign of A5- because each country invests a

 fixed fraction of its wealth, and each country's wealth is linear in jt. For example,
 if the home country is wealthier than the foreign country (0 > Ai, say) it will hold
 the larger share of the outstanding equities in the world. When world output goes

 up, so does its wealth and, hence, its net foreign asset holdings rise. This relation-

 ship is time invariant, however, since redistributions of wealth do not occur in

 equilibrium.

 It was shown in (30) that log (-k) follows a first-order autoregressive AR(1)

 process. It follows that A log (Yt) follows a mixed first-order autoregressive
 moving average ARMA(1, 1) process. Provided that 0 : Ai, the current account
 fluctuations generated by our model tend to persist and be positively correlated

 over time.

 When 0 = tf, net capital flows are identically zero each period but gross capital
 flows may still be large. Since the equities are all short term, substantial cross-

 hauling of securities is necessary to effect efficient risk pooling. Thus, our model is

 consistent with the observation that gross capital flows tend to be large relative

 to net capital flows.

 The Correlation between Savings and Investment. It has been argued (Feld-
 stein and Horoika 1980; Feldstein 1983) that the degree of capital mobility can

 be inferred from the correlation of a country's savings and investment. The

 reasoning underlying this argument is, with perfect capital mobility, that do-

 mestic savings respond to world opportunities for investment and domestic in-

 vestment is financed by a world pool of savings. An increase in savings in one

 country is channeled towards investment in all countries so that the correlation

 between savings and investment depends upon the country's share of world capi-

 tal (that is, the correlation should be one half in a world of two countries of equal
 size and zero for a small country). On the other hand, if capital is completely

 immobile as in a closed economy, savings and investment are perfectly correlated.

 Thus, a high correlation between savings and investment is interpreted as evi-

 dence that capital is immobile.

 Obstfeld (1986) and Stulz (1986) have provided counterexamples to this line of

 reasoning. Our model also provides a convenient counterexample because home

 savings and investment are perfectly correlated even though capital is perfectly

 mobile.

 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS, LIMITATIONS, AND POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS

 This paper has presented a model for the international transmission of business

 cycles. The sources of risk in the model are business cycles emanating from

 country-specific technology shocks. International securities markets transmit

 business cycles and provide an opportunity for domestic and foreign agents to

 pool these risks. GDP's and GNP's are found to be correlated across countries.
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 504 RICHARD CANTOR AND NELSON C. MARK

 The model also provides a setting in which substantial cross-hauling of securities

 is necessary to maintain efficient risk pooling.

 One restrictive aspect of the setup is that agents maintain their relative wealth

 positions over time. This is due to the risk-pooling equilibrium in conjunction

 with the time-separable, logarithmic utility specification. One result is that the

 correlation of the current account surplus and the country's own output is always

 positive for the wealthy country and negative for the poor country. If there exist

 non-marketable risks, the relative wealths and the signs of these covariances

 might change over time. If we allow serial dependence in the process governing

 the productivity shocks, the countries' relative shares of investment and the sign

 of the current account's correlation with output might fluctuate. These gener-

 alizations would probably reduce the correlation between each country's savings

 and investment, and produce negative transmissions of the business cycle.'5' 16
 Our specification leads to simplified dynamics for key economic variables. We

 adopted this specification for its analytical tractability; the equilibrium can be

 conveniently characterized and closed-form solutions can be obtained. Incorpor-

 ating non-separable utility and specifying more complicated investment technol-

 ogies may be feasible and would generate more complicated dynamics that might

 come closer to replicating the empirical record.

 Finally, we have studied only a barter model which focuses on the transmission

 mechanism independent of exchange-rate considerations. The introduction of

 money would allow for the determination of nominal exchange rates, another

 source of risk, and another possible business cycle transmission mechanism.'

 The Ohio State University, U.S.A.

 APPENDIX

 Here, we discuss the solution to the planner's problem in which {c, c*, n, n*, k,
 k*} are chosen to solve:

 (Al1) V(i7, s) = max {qu(1 - n, c) + (1 - O)u(1 -n*, c*) + /3E[V(5-', s')I sl}

 subject to - = y + y* = c + c* + k + k*, 0 < n, n* < 1, u(1 - n, c) = on log (1 -
 u) + O log (c), V" = 'nhk' k *' - )*'n*Vk*l 2. The first-order conditions are

 (A.2) V,(' s) = fl(1 - )E[J,(j7', s')y(s')/k(s) I s]

 l In this setup, capital mobility, in the sense of diversifying risk, tends to increase the correlation

 between savings and investment. However, changing investment opportunities (non-constant It's)

 would reduce the correlation.

 16 In a deterministic model, Cantor and Mark (1987) show that negative transmissions are gener-

 ated when shocks to technology are permanent. Thus, a generalization of the process governing the

 technology shocks to allow permanent disturbances may generate negative transmissions in a sto-

 chastic model as well.

 17 King and Plosser (1984) have introduced inside money into a closed-economy, real business

 cycle model. In the context of open economy, optimizing models, Eaton (1983) and Stockman and

 Svensson (19&5) have incorporated money through cash-in-advance constraints.
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 REAL BUSINESS CYCLES 505

 (A.3) JV,(y, s) = /3(1 - oc)E[ V,(Y', s')y*(s')/k*(s) I s]
 (A.4) Iy(y, s) = 00/c(s)

 (A.5) V,(y-, s) = (1 - 0C)/c*(s)

 (A.6) +0b,/( -n(s)) = foE(V,(-', s')y(s')/n(s) s]
 (A.7) (1 - 0)0,/(1 - n*(s)) = ,BocE[E V(, s')y*(s')/n*(s) I s]

 The solution to the planner's problem takes the form

 (A.8) V(y, s) = K + [0C/( - (1 - c))] log (y)

 where K is a constant. Substituting (A.8) into (A.2)-(A.7) implies:

 (A.9) OEI [- AI Yc)]yl

 (A. 0) c (1- I0[1 - /(1-o

 (Al 1) k = o( -oY)Y

 (A. 12) k* =,B(1- 0)( - oc).y

 (A.13) n = /c'O, 0/{0A11 - f(1 - x)]0 + /3cOc i/, and

 (A.14) I* = OO(1 - 0)/{0,[1 - (1 - -)](1 - 0) + 3oc( - 0f)}

 where '- E[(EY(s')/Y(s')) I s]. Substituting (A. 1 1) and (A. 12) into this expression for
 / it can be seen that V must solve

 (A. 1 5) VI =(0vt'n~ql H- ,+*ln*a(l -

 where nI and nI* are given in (A.13) and (A.14). Thus (A.13), (A.14), and (A.15) form

 a system of 3 equations and 3 unknowns, q/, n, and n*. To show that a unique
 solution exists, we proceed in three steps. Step 1 shows for any n and n* (O < n,

 n* < 1), a unique i exists to solve (A.12). Steps 2 and 3 show that a unique pair
 (71, 71*) (O < II, n* < 1) exist which jointly solves (A.13) and (A.14).

 1. Using the proof in the appendix to Section 1.5 in Brock (1982), for any fixed

 n and 71* (O < II, n* < 1) it can be shown that there exists a unique Vi(n, n*) which
 solves (A. 15) where,

 Onl(n, n*) > O; 0~*(n, n*) < O;
 (A.16)

 lim f(n n*) = 0; lim lfr(n, n*) = 1.
 n-0 n*-O

 To economize on notation, let a -On /[E1 - (1 - a)], b focOc, and h_
 OJI 1- O)EI- W - )].

 2. Next, we show that for any fixed n*(O < n* < 1), if

 (A.17) QII(n, n*) < (a + bV)2/ab,

 a unique 71 exists which solves (A.13), and that this solution value is decreasing in
 *1
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 b/(a+b) n*

 b/(h + b) 1

 FIGURE A.1

 Define on [O, 1], the function, f(n) = bif(n, n*)/(a + bif(n, n*)). Since f'(n) =
 [ab/(a + bli2}frn > 0 if (A.17) holds (and we assume it does), then' < 1 so that
 is a contraction mapping. Now raising n* shifts the function f down as f =*(n)

 [ab/(a + bif)2}]f,* < 0. Thus it follows that the fixed point n is decreasing in n*.
 This relationship is labeled nn in Figure A.I.

 3. Using the same argument as in 2, it can be shown for any fixed n

 (O < n < 1), if

 (A.18) - q*(n, n*) = Ii,*(n n*)I < [h + b(l - ]'hb,

 a unique n* exists which solves (A.14). Moreover, this solution value is decreasing

 in n. This relationship is labeled n*n* in Figure A.I.
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